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Let F, be a finite field with 4 elements where Q is a power of a prime p. Also, let 
M be any polynomial in f f  v  [x] and let k,,, be the Mth cyclotomic function field. 
I f  K is any finite extension field of k,,, then we define Carlitz-Kummer extensions 
of K as an analog of the Kummer extensions of algebraic number fields. More 
specifically, let IE K. Then the Carlitz-Kummer extension K,w,, is defined as the 
splitting field over K of the polynomial’ Us”-_-. The Carlitz-Kummer extension 
K,,; is a simple, separable, Abelian extension whose degree is a power of the 
characteristic. Our main results are on the factorization of primes in Carlitz- 
Kummer extensions. Let Q be any prime divisor of K and let 4 be any prime divisor 
of K,,, that lies over 9. We show that q can ramify in K,,,: only if a is an infinite 
prime, F divides M, or a divides the denominator of c. Finally, we show that the 
factorization of q in K,,,,? is determined by certain congruence conditions on the 
polynomial uM - 2 modulo powers of the prime v, ’ 1990 Acadenuc Press. Inc. 
Let IF, be a finite field with q elements where q is a power of the prime 
p. For any polynomial ME iF, [x] Carlitz [ 1 ] developed a theory of 
“cyclotomic” extensions k, of the field !F B (x). 
There is a rich analogy between these cyclotomic function fields of 
Carlitz and the cyclotomic number fields. This analogy has been developed 
in great detail by L. Carlitz, D. Hayes, S. Galovich, M. Rosen, and 
D. Goss. We carry the analogy a little further by introducing “Kummer” 
extensions for these function fields and studying some of the properties of 
these fields. In particular, let K be any finite extension of k,d. For any z E K, 
we define the “Kummer” extension KM,= of K to be the splitting field of the 
polynomial IP - z E k, [u]. Henceforth these “Kummer” extensions shall 
be referred to as Carlitz-Kummer fields to distinguish them from the 
Kummer extensions of algebraic number fields. 
Let K be a finite extension of k,,,, and Z, M’ E K. If 2, u’, and M are 
relatively prime in pairs, then one can define an Mth power residue symbol 
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for the Doctor of Philosophy degree at the Horace M. Rackham School of Graduate Studies 
in The University of Michigan. 
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(Zh)K, A4 analogous to the m th power residue symbol of algebraic number 
fields. Recently D. J. Lewis and I computed explicit reciprocity laws for this 
Mth power residue symbol in the case where M is irreducible. These 
reciprocity laws are related to the factorization of certain primes of K in the 
Carlitz-Kummer extension KM,-. In this paper we present some of the 
basic results on these Carlitz-Kummer extensions. Our main results are 
analogs of the factorization of primes in Kummer extensions. We show that 
the only primes of K that can ramify in KM+, are the primes that divide 
M, co, or the denominator of z (Theorem 3.2). We give congruence condi- 
tions for the factorization of the unramilied primes in KM,= (Theorem 3.5). 
When M is irreducible we give similar results for the primes of K that lie 
over M (Theorem 3.7). In the special case where M is irreducible and 
K= k,, we show that if 9 is a prime that lies over M or co, then the 
factorization of 9 in K,,, depends on the maximal power of 9 that 
divides z (Theorems 3.9 and 3.14). 
1. CYCLOTOMIC FUNCTION FIELDS 
We begin by establishing some notation and then reviewing some of the 
basic results on cyclotomic function fields. Unless otherwise indicated, the 
details and proofs of these results can be found in Hayes [3]. Let 
R = (F, [x] and k = F,(x) where x is an indeterminate. If K is any finite 
extension of k, then c?, shall denote the integral closure of R in K. If j. is 
any prime divisor of K, then vrk is the order valuation at b and f$ is the 
valuation ring of #.. We use the notation Kcrj for the completion of K at 
#Z and ocfi, for the integers in Kc,,. If L is any finite extension of K, then 
N L,K denotes the norm map from the ideals of Q to the ideals of Co,. If S 
is a finite set, then Card(S) is the number of elements in S. Finally, we will 
always be working in a fixed algebraic closure k”’ of k. 
Let End(k”‘) be the IF,-algebra of all 5,-endomorphisms of the additive 
group (k”)+. For any z E k”‘, the ring End [(k”‘) ‘1 contains two special 
automorphisms, the Frobenius automorphism cp: z + zq and the linear map 
/A:z+xz. Let M be a polynomial in R of degree m. There is a ring 
homomorphism from R into End[ (k”‘) + ] given by M + M(cp + ,u). This 
homomorphism gives (k”‘) + an R-module structure and the action of A4 
on End[(k”‘)+], z + zM = M(cp + p)(z), is called the Curlitz action. The set 
of torsion points of this action /i ,+, = {B E k”‘: ~1”” = 0) is called the Carlitz 
module. The Carlitz module is a finite, cyclic R-submodule of (kuc)+. Any 
element of AM that generates AM as an R-module is called a primitive 
elemen 1. 
Clearly z”’ is a polynomial in z with coefficients in R. Using these expres- 
sions. if u is an indeterminate over k”’ we define u”” to be the associated 
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polynomial in u with coefficients in R. Then u”” is a separable, q-linear 
polynomial of degree qm. If [r] is the coefficient of u4’ in zP” so that u”” = 
Ix:=“=, cr1 uq’, then [f] = A4, [ 21 is the leading coefficient of M, and 
deg[Y] = (m - i)q’ for i= 0, 1, . . . . m. Furthermore, the Mth cyclotomic 
function field k, is the splitting field over k of the polynomial u”, i.e., 
k, = k(A,). 
2. CARLITZ-KUMMER FIELDS 
If K is a number field which contains a primitive mth root of unity and 
K” = (CP: c( E K}, then a Kummer extension of K is any extension of K 
obtained by adjoining to K the m th root of an element of K - P. Let K 
be a finite extension of k, and KM = (z”: z E K}, then clearly KM c K. 
Using the cyclotomic function fields we can now define for function fields 
the analog of Kummer extensions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K be any finite field extension of k,, z E K - KM, 
and F(u) = uM -2. Then the splitting field KM,; of F(u) over K is called a 
Carlitz-Kummer field or a C - Kfield for short. 
By the linearity of the Car&z action it follows that for any a E ff,, 
k,, = k, and KoM,+ = KM,=. Therefore it suffices to consider the case where 
A4 is manic and so we make this assumption throughout the remainder of 
the paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let K be any finite field extension of k,, z E K - KM, 
and KM,= the associated C-K extension of K. 
The polynomial uM -z is separable of degree q” where m = deg M. (1) 
If u E k”’ is any zero of uM -z, then W= (a+l:i~A,} is the 
complete set of zeros of uM - z in k”” and KM,: = K(u). (2) 
Proof: Clear. 1 
In general, the polynomial uM - z will not be irreducible over the tield K. 
The following proposition classifies the irreducible factors of @’ - z over K. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let K be any finite field extension of k,, z E K- KM, 
and F(u) = uM -z. Also let F,(u), . . . . F,(u) be the manic, irreducible factors 
of F(u) in K[u] and let c( E k”’ be any zero of-F,(u). Then 
K M,z = K(a); (3) 
[KM,,: K]=p’ for some positive integer 1; (4) 
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g-Hi(a)= {REA M: Fi(a+;l) =O>, then H,(a) is a subgroup of 
A,,,, and H,(a) is a coset ofH,(a) in AM; (5) 
K,+,/K is an Abelian extension with Galois group 
GW,,,IW z H,(a); (6) 
and 
Fi(U)= n CueA)- n ta+Y) J.EHl(X) YCff,(Z) 
=vcr&w+ n (a-2). IsH,(rr) (7) 
Furthermore, the polynomial n, E H,Ca, (u - 1) is a p-linear polynomial. 
Proof: Equation (3) is obvious and so K,,, is the splitting field of the 
separable polynomial uM - z and is therefore Galois. Let G be the Galois 
group. If o E G, then c(a) = a + L(a) where l(a)EAM. Clearly 0: o -+ i(a) 
is an injective homomorphism from G into /i,. Thus G is an elementary 
p-group which proves (4). Let G, be the image of G in /i,. Then F(u)= 
n,...[u-(a-L)] is th e irreducible polynomial of a over K and hence 
G,= H,(a) which proves (5) for i= 1 and (6). 
For any i = 2, . . . . s let y E Hi(a). Then 
Hi(a) = { a(a + y) - a:oEG)=y+H,(a) 
which completes the proof of (5). It now follows that the three manic poly- 
nomials in (7) have the same degree and roots and are therefore equal. a 
Using Proposition 2.3 it is possible to show that any subgroup H of (1, 
can occur as the Galois group of some C-K extension of K. For example, 
suppose K = k, with M irreducible. For any subgroup H of AM let 
H = H,, . . . . H, be the cosets of H in A,,,, and let A be any primitive element 
of A,. If Fi(U) = Ilye H, (u-y)-A for i= 1, ,.., s, then Fi(u) is Eisenstein 
and hence irreducible over k,. Let F(u) = n;=, Fi(u). Then the polyno- 
mials Fi(u) for i= 1, . . . . s are the irreducible factors of F(u). Furthermore, 
it follows from (2) that F(u) = uM - z for some z E K. Hence H is the Galois 
group of the C-K extension K,,,. 
3. FACTORIZATION OF PRIMES IN C-K FIELDS 
Let M be a manic polynomial in R of degree m, K a finite field extension 
of k,, ZEK-K~, and a a fixed zero of uM - z in k”‘. Although z and M 
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are arbitrary, they will be fixed throughout the remainder of the paper. 
Hence, for convenience of notation we let L = K, -. 
In order to determine the factorization in L of the primes of K we must 
treat the finite and infinite primes separately. However, the techniques are 
essentially the same. We begin with the finite primes. 
Let a be a prime ideal of 8, and o E OK with vy (0) = 1. We work in the 
valuation ring I”, . If z E 0V we use uM - Z, and if z 4 0p we use the polyno- 
mial 
G(u) = f (co~)“~~~~‘,/ (09)9~z = (o’)~” 
i=O 
[ (2)” -1, (8) 
where mi = q”’ - qi and t = -v,(z). Clearly G(u)E oV [u] since OE OK, 
[ 71 E R for each i = 0, 1, . . . . m, and vy [(wfym)z] = tq” - t > 0. Also, the zero 
set of G(u) is {~‘(a + 1): 1 E A,,,,) and so the splitting held of G(u) over K 
is K(w’cc) = K(N). The next result follows immediately from Proposition 2.3. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G(u) be given by (8) and let G,(u), . . . . G,(u) be the 
irreducibfe factors of G(u) in K[u]. Zf /? is a zero of G, (u) and 
H,(P)= {Mel,: G,(p+w’+O}, (9) 
then H 1( /?) is a subgroup of AM and H,(P) is a coset of H,(b) in A,,for 
each i= 1, 2, . . . . s. Furthermore, 
GJu)= n (u-dA)- n (f?+w’y) 
iEHI(B) Y~H!(B) 
= n (U-dy)- l-j (fl-o’n) (10) 
YEfft(B) j.E HI(B) 
and the polynomial nlcH,CBj (u - 0’12) is p-linear. 
Using the polynomial G(u) and basic facts about discriminants we can 
now determine almost all the unramified primes. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf z E aV and a does not divide M, then 9 is unramified 
in Q. 
Proof: Let F(u) = uM - z and let 9 be any prime of L lying over 9. If 
CI is any zero of F(u), then o! E o9 since F(u) E Co, [u] and F(u) is manic. 
Hence (?$(a) is a subring of c?, whose discriminant d(cc) divides the ideal 
N Ls,K (F’(a)). But by [3, Proposition 2.2) it follows that F’(a) = M and so 
d(a) divides N L1,K$(M). Hence 9 does not divide the local discriminant of 
(Y!& and the result follows. 1 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let a be any prime of K that is unramlyied in L. If 2 is 
a prime of L lying over 9, then f& is either 1 or p. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.3 the Galois group G(L/K) is an elementary 
p-group. Since 9 is unramified the decomposition group is cyclic and the 
result follows. 1 
bklMA 3.4. Let Q be any manic, irreducible polynomial in R and let 9 
be any prime of c?, lying over Q. If ME [F, [x] and va(M) = 0, then there is 
an injection of AM into OK/q.. 
Proof. Let r: Q + 0Jq be the natural projection. Then t maps AM 
into cO,fa since A, c Co,. If A is any non-zero element of AM and @ is any 
prime of OK, then vfi (A) = 0 unless ME fi. Hence I $ q and so z(A) # 0. The 
result follows. 1 
We now fix some notation. Let 7 be any prime in K and let 9 be any 
prime in 1 lying over 9. We use e9,g, f9,V, and gl,, to denote, respectively, 
the ramification index of a in L, the residue class degree of 9 in L, and the 
number of distinct primes of L that lie over a. 
We begin by computing the factorization of the unramified primes for 
which v,(M) = 0 and vg (z) >, 0. For these primes uM - z E 0? [u] and we 
may use Kummer’s Theorem since the formal derivative of uM --z with 
respect to t4 is M. 
THEOREM 3.5. If 9 is any prime ideal of 0K such that v,(M) =O and 
vg (z) 2 0, then 9 is unramified in 0L and 
J& ,=Lo,“:P, 2, = [L: K] if and only if u“” - z z 0 (mod @JV) 
u; (11) 
&, = P and g,/? = [L:K]/p ifand only ifu”-zzO (mod &!$) 
does not have a root in C$. (12) 
ProoJ Let FI (u), . . . . F,(u) be the manic, irreducible factors of z?’ - z in 
K given by (7). If g9,+, = [L: K], then Kummer’s Theorem implies that 
F, (u) = 0 (mod #JV) has a root in Op. But then clearly u“’ -z E 0 
(mod ~0~) also has a root in 0+. Conversely, suppose that u”” - z = 0 
(mod a@?‘,> has a root in 09. Then Lemma 3.4 implies that the polynomial 
uM - z factors completely into linear factors modulo a(?$. Hence F1 (u) 
factors completely into linear factors modulo qflV. Therefore g9,, = [L : K] 
by Kummer’s Theorem. This proves (11). 
Now (12) follows directly from (11) and Theorem 3.3. 1 
We now consider the case where 9 is a prime ideal in Co, such that 
v,(M) > 0 or vy (z) < 0. For these primes it is easier to reduce to the case 
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where h4 is irreducible. To emphasize this we let M= P where P is a 
manic, irreducible polynomial in R of degree d. Let t, w, CI, /J, and G(u) be 
as above. If p is the unique prime of 4, lying over P and B is any prime 
of 0, that lies over fi then there are non-negative integers a and c such that 
and 
a=v,(8); (13) 
f is the largest positive integer less than or equal to 
(t +ae,,fi) qd+ 1 such that G(u)=0 (mod a”) has a solution 
in 0,. (14) 
Clearly a is either 0 or 1 depending on whether or not 5P = a. 
Before we state the factorization results explicitly we prove some 
preliminary lemmas. Throughout we will assume that a is a prime ideal 
of c?, such that vg (M) > 0 or v,(z) < 0 and % is any prime of Q lying 
over 9, 
LEMMA 3.6. If c 2 (t + ae,,,,)q”, then e,,? = 1. 
Proof For convenience of notation, we let e = eqlp. If c 2 (t + ae) q”, 
then there exists a [E Co, such that G(i) z 0 (mod ~(f+ae)qd). Let 
= (~/w(‘+~~)~~)[G(w(‘+~~~u) + (c#)z+ G(c)]. (*) 
Then H(u) E C!V [u] since for 0 d i d d - 1, 
2 t(qd- qi) + ae(qd- 1) - (t + ue)(q”- 4’) 
>t(qd-qi)+ue(qd-q’)-(t+ue)(qd-q’)=O 
v I (G(~)/o~~‘~~~~~~)~(t +ue)qd-(t+ue)qd=O. (**I 
Furthermore the zero set of H(u) is ((p--c+ ~D’)/o(~+~~~: AEA~) and 
hence the splitting field of H(u) over K is just K(fi-{)= K(p). Now 
H’(P-~)=H’(~)=(w”~~~‘))P/o(‘+~~)($-” and so v,[H’(fi-[)]=t(qd- l)+ 
ue(qd- l)- (t +ae)(qd- l)=O which implies that v, (N Ll,Kr [H’(p- c)]) =O 
and the result follows. m 
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THEOREM 3.1. The prime ideal 9 splits complete1.v in flL if and onlv ij 
c > (t + aeplj) qd. Furthermore, if c = (t + ae,,/ )qd then f$!, = p and glju = 
CL : IalP. 
Proof: Let e = ePlp. Suppose c > (t + ae)q? Then there exists [ E 0K 
such that G(c) z 0 (mod ,cr+ue)“d+ ‘) and so the inequeality (**) in the 
above proof is a strict inequality. Therefore H(0) E 0 (mod ~0~) where 
H(u) is the polynomial defined by (*) in the above proof and hence H(u) 
has a zero modulo @?(,,. Since vr [H’(O)] =0, it now follows from 
Hensel’s lemma that H(u) has a zero in ocV,. But (o’~/z/w(‘+‘@)) E K and so 
all the zeroes of H(u) are contained in 0(, ). Therefore a splits completely 
in L. 
Conversely, suppose a factors completely in 6&. Then fZiP = 1 and so for 
any positive integer b there exists a c E 0K such that /? z 4 (mod 2”). There- 
fore N L,K(S -m E ab since f,+ = 1. Now let G,(u) be the irreducible 
factor of G(u) that has j? as one of its zeros. Then (RJ,,({ -/3)) = 
I-I ,I~H,(~) CC-(D+o’~)l=G,(C) h w ere H, (8) is defined by (9). Therefore 
G, ([) = 0 (mod ab) and so Gi (u) = 0 (mod 9”) has a solution in Q for any 
positive integer 6. But G,(u) divides G(u) and thus G(u)=0 (mod $) has 
a solution in c?, for any positive integer 6. Hence c = (t + ae)qd+ 1. 
Now suppose c = (t + ae)q’. Then by Lemma 3.6, e,,, = 1 and from 
above, gl,? < [L :K]. The result now follows from Theorem 3.3. 1 
It is very difficult to give any general results on the factorization of a in 
& when c < (t + ae)qd unless t = 0 and K = k,. However, this special case 
is the most important one for our reciprocity laws. Therefore, we now 
assume that t =0 and K= k,. Before we state these results we prove a 
preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let 1 E Ap be a primitive Carl& element and let j. = (A) 4, 
be the unique prime lying over P, If z E Ufi, then there exists an element 
y E 0# such that v+(y) > 0 and the splitting field of the polynomial up - y 
over k, is L. 
ProoJ If v/,(z)>O, take y=z and if v+(t)=O, take y=zp-z. 1 
Lemma 3.8 allows us to assume that if z E ofi, then V~ (z) > 0. Under this 
assumption we can show that the factorization of fi in a C-K extension for 
an integer z E ofi is determined not only by the rational integer c given by 
(14) but also by vfi (z) as the following theorem illustrates, 
THEOREM 3.9. Let 1 E Ap be a primitive Carlitz element and let 9 be a 
prime of 0= Iying over ;I; = (A) 4,. If vfi (z) > 0, then 
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(i) c<qd; (ii) ~~(2) < qd; (iii) e,@!/ > 1 
and equivalent, 
(i) c=qd; (ii) V,(Z) = qd; (iii) e,+,,p = 1, 




(i) c> qd; (ii) v d. (z)>q , (iii) e,,,j= 1, 
f+,,/, = 1, and g,., =‘[ L : k p] are equivalent. (17) 
Before we prove this theorem we prove another preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 3.10. If A is a primitive element of A,, then 
p E - j*4- 1 (mod iq*‘“-‘). 
Proof. Since 2~ Ap, it follows that 0 = Ap = Aqd+ Cf:i [T] Ay’ + PE.. 
Hence P = - ,I$--’ - Cf:: [p] Iy’- ‘. But P divides [p] by [3, Proposi- 
tion2.41 and so by [3, Proposition2.21, v,([p] iVY’-‘)>(qd-l)+ 
q’--1 Bqd- 1 +q- 1 =qd+q-2 for each i= 1, . . . . d- 1 and the result 
follows. 1 
We now prove Theorem 3.9. 
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Let b = vp (z). Clearly up z 0 (mod +z;“) has a root 
in ok, for all positive integers s since up has zeros in 4,. Therefore b d c. 
We begin by proving (15). 
Assume c < qd. Then b < c implies that b < qd. Now assume b < qd. Since 
P divides [ y] for each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . d- 1 it follows that v+([T])>qd- 1. 
Also, by assumption b = v,(z) < qd- 1. Hence the Newton polygon for 
~‘-2 is the line segment from (0, b) to (qd, 0). Therefore v,(a) = be,,fi/qd 
and so b < qd- 1 implies that e,,, > 1. Finally, suppoe that e,,fi > 1. Then 
c < qd by Lemma 3.6 and this completes the proof of (15). 
To prove (16) assume that c = qd. By Theorem 3.7 it follows that e,,fi = 1 
and f,,, = p. Now assume eyrlp = 1 and jyip = p. Since etiifi = 1 it follows 
from (15) that b > qd. But by Theorem 3.7, c = qd and so qd< b G c = qd. 
Hence b = qd. Now assume that b = qd so that qd f c. Let w  E 4,. Since P 
divides [p] for each i= 0, 1, . . . . d- 1 it follows that if wp - z = 0 
(mod fi qd+ ‘), then w=O (mod fi). Therefore, it s&ices to show that wPrO 
(mod g4”+’ ) whenever v,(w) > 0. 
Assume that v/,(w) > 0. By [3, Proposition 2.23 there exists an A E R 
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such that A is relatively prime to P and AL = w  (mod &). Hence there 
exists a y E +’ such that w  = AL + y. Then 
d = (Al + y)‘= (AI)P + yp 
d-l 
Aq’Jq’ + PAI + yqd+ c 
i=O 
z A&iqd + PA A = Aqd3Lqd + PAil z AqdLqd + ( - Aqd- ’ ) Al, 
z (Aqd- A) Id (mod fi9d+1). 
But (Aqd- A) Id=0 (mod b d+‘) by [3, Proposition 2.21 and this 
completes the proof of (16). 
To prove (17) assume that b > qd. Since b < c it follows that c> q’. 
Now assume that c> qd. Then e,,, = f,,, = 1 and g9/,, = [L:k,] by 
Theorem 3.7. Finally, suppose that e,,fi = f9,fi = 1. Then (15) implies that 
b > qd and (16) implies that b # q’. Therefore b > qd and this completes the 
proof of (17). u 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let 0 -c v/,(z) < qd. If p does not divide v,,(z), then # 
is totally ramiJied in i.Q. 
ProoJ Let 0 -C v/,(z) < qd and assume that p does not divide v,, (2). By 
the proof of (15) we have ~~(a) = v+(z) e,,,/q4 Since p does not divide 
vfi(z) it follows that qd must divide e,,,, and this proves the result. B 
When 0 -C vp (z) -C qd and p divides v,,(z) we were unable to obtain any 
further results on the factorization of fi in iJL. 
We turn now to the infinite primes of k,. We give results only for the 
case where K= k,. These results are similar to those given in Theorem 3.9 
with -q playing the role of qd. Let cc be the infinite prime of IF,(x) and 
let a be any prime of k, lying over 03. As above, we make a change of 
variable to obtain a polynomial in flq [u]; however, we only consider the 
case where vg (z) > -4. Let z be an element of (!$ such that vV (n) = 1. We 
work with the polynomial 
&q' - 7&z = 7Cqd[ (u/n y - Z-J, 
where di = qd - qi. 
LEMMA 3.12. If vg (z) 2 -q and a is any zero of G(u), then 
‘3~) E @? Cul; 





L = kp(a) = kp(7ca). (21) 
Proof. Properties (20) and (21) follow immediately from (18). 
To prove (19) we observe that vg(rrydz) = qd+ v,(z) > qd-- q and so 
I#Z E op. To show that [T] rcdf~ I!!$ for each i = 0, 1, . . . . d - 1 we treat i as 
a continuous variable and minimize the function h(i) = v, ([IT] 76’) on the 
interval [O, d- 11. By [3, Theorem 3.21, 
h(i) = di + vV 
=qd-qi-(q-l)(d-i)qi 
and so h’(i) = -qi log q + (q - 1) qi - (q - l)(d- i) qi log q. Since h’(i) > 0 
for q > 2 it follows that h(i) is decreasing on the interval [0, d- l] and so 
the minimum of h(i) occurs when i = d- 1. Hence vg ([ p] nh) = h(i) 2 
h(d-1)=qd-qd~1-(q-l)(d-d+1)qd-1=Oand(19)follows. 1 
We now consider the Newton polygon of the polynomial G(u). 
LEMMA 3.13. Let C,=(O,qd+vg(z)) and ei=(qi,qd-qi-(q-1) 
(d- i)q’) for i= 0, 1, . . . . d- 1 be points in the St-plane. If L&I is the line 
segment from Lj to e,, then the initial side of the Newton polygon of G(u) is: 
(i) 9-I,0 ifv,(z)> -q and (ii) -rP_i.r ifv,(z)= -4. 
Proof: Let mi be the slope of the line segment g+[+, . Then m _ 1 = 
--I-v,(z)-(q-1)d and mi=--(q-l)(d-i-1) for i=O,l,...,d-1. 
Clearly m, is increasing for i B 0. Also, since vy (z) > -4, it follows that 
m- ld-l+q-(q-l)d=mO with equality holding if and only if 
v,(z) = -4. The result now follows. 1 
THEOREM 3.14. Let 1 be any infinite prime of L I-ving ouer v. [f 
v,(z)> -4, then cur,,= f& = 1 and grip = [L:k,]. While, if v,(z)= -4, 
then e,,? = 1, f,+ = p, and g+ = [L: kp]/p. 
Proof: If v,(z) > -4, then Lemma 3.13 implies that G(u) has a root in 
0((, ). Hence by (20) all the zeros of G(u) are contained in O,, ). Therefore 
a splits completely in L. 
Assume that v,(z) = -4. Then by Lemma 3.13 the first side of the 
Newton polygon is given by the line segment dp_ 1, , . Since this line segment 
has slope - (d - l)(q - 1) and covers a horizontal distance of length q it 
follows that there exists a polynomial F(u) of degree q with coefficients in 
0(v) such that F(u) divides G(u) and v,(b)= (d- l)(q- 1) for every zero 
/? of F(u). 
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LetyEAPsuchthatv,(y)=(q-l)(d-1)-l and W=(ay:a~ff~}.If~ 
is any zero of F(u) and ,Ie/lp, then it follows from [2, Lemma 41 that 
v&p + ~1) = (q - 1 )(d- 1) if and only if % E W. Therefore the zero set of 
F(u) is j3 $ n W and so 
F(u)= JJ (u-any)- JJ (P+aTly)=U4-(ny)Y-‘U--, 
c7Effq OCF, 
where Y= Ilacffq (P+arcv). Since v,(/?+any)=(q-l)(d-1) for all ag[Fy 
it follows that v, (v) = v, (n,, [Fq (P+my))=q(q- 1)(6!- 1). Clearly F(u) 
has the same splitting field over the local field (k,,)(?) as the polynomial 
H(u) = (ll(w)q) fTw) = uq - u + ( y/(rry )‘). Furthermore, H(U) E 0(? ) [u] 
since vI( y) = q(q - l)(d- 1) = v,[(rry)q]. But H’( /I?) = - 1 and so e,,, = 1. 
Now u9 - u - (y/(q)“) has no zero in U~‘(,,/&,, z [F, since w9 - w  = 0 for 
all W4(,,l& and vg [ y/(~y)~] = 0. Therefore ~9 - u - (y/(~y)~) cannot 
have a zero in 0(9 ) and so g,,? < [L:k,] which implies that f2,9> 1. The 
result now follows from Theorem 3.3. 1 
By using techniques similar to those used for the finite primes, it is 
possible to show that a is totally ramified in L if v,(z) < -q and p does 
not divide vg (z). However, if p divides vg (z) and v,(z) < -4, then the 
factorization of 9 in L depends on z module (kp)P in the additive group 
of k,. 
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